 GPUs are increasingly being used for High Performance Computing applications -Well suited for highly parallel and scalable workloads  NVIDIA's CUDA programming model -Kernels execute in multiple threads -Threads grouped as blocks -Programmers need to specify the block size for each kernel call. Threads within the same block can use shared memory and some synchronization primitives among themselves. -Total number of threads is grid size ⨉ block size. We call this value the input size of the kernel.
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• Typically dependent on the input to the program • Can change for different invocations  We propose a model which predicts the optimal block size by considering various static features of a kernel along with a dynamic feature, namely, input size  We use performance suboptimality as our evaluation metric. It is defined as:
-R c is the actual runtime observed with our predicted block size -R is the best possible runtime for the given Kernel and Input Size combination (found through an exhaustive search, for evaluation)  We use this since some kernels did not have much variation in runtime with block size  Hence, a mis-predicted block size would not have a significant impact on the performance degradation on such a kernel. The sub-optimality metric we define above captures the degradation in performance without penalizing situations where the effect is insignificant. 
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